BRINGING THE GIFT OF HEARING TO THE CHILDREN OF NAIROBI
UNITRON’S DOUG BALDWIN RECENTLY VOLUNTEERED HIS TIME AND EXPERTISE TO
SONOVA GROUP’S HEAR THE WORLD FOUNDATION. LEARN MORE ABOUT HIS STORY.
Unitron Audiology and Testing Manager Doug
Baldwin recently travelled to Nairobi as Sonova’s
first employee volunteer with The Hear the World
Foundation, a non-profit organization with the
mission to address the hearing loss challenges
facing developing countries.
During his weeklong visit to the country, Doug
worked alongside local audiologists as part of
the “Regain Hearing – Join Life” project, which
provides hearing aids and hearing services to
disadvantaged children. He also helped secure,
install and train project audiologists on a new
state of the art Axiom verification unit from

Audioscan, a vital element of proper pediatric
hearing aid fitting.

WHAT IS THE HEAR THE WORLD
FOUNDATION?
The Hear the World (HTW) Foundation is
a Sonova Group initiative and non-profit
organization with a mission to address the
hearing loss challenges facing developing
countries and create a world in which each
person has the chance of good hearing. To date,
more than 50 projects on five continents have
been supported by the foundation, helping
hundreds of children.

THE “REGAIN HEARING – JOIN LIFE” PROJECT
The “Regain Hearing – Join Life” project is the
brainchild of Michaela Fuchs, an ENT from
Germany. It was established to provide hearing
aids and hearing services to disadvantaged
children in Nairobi. The project recently brought
on board a new audiologist, Serah Ndegwa M.Sc
Aud., of the Nairobi Audiology Center, to conduct
diagnostic testing and fittings of HTW foundation
donated hearing aids; with a specific goal to
improve and ensure consistency of follow-ups on
fitted children.

THE AUDIOSCAN AXIOM VERIFICATION UNIT
A key element of proper pediatric hearing aid
fitting is verification. Prior to heading to Nairobi,
Doug worked with the President of Audioscan
to secure the donation of an Axiom unit to the
“Regain Hearing – Join Life” project, providing the
team in Kenya with vitally important verification
equipment.

DID YOU KNOW?
• 630 million people around the world are
affected by hearing loss.
• 660,000 children are born with significant
hearing loss annually.
• 80% of individuals worldwide impacted by
hearing loss live in developing countries.
• Only 1 in 40 persons with hearing loss in the
developing world has access to hearing aids.

LIVING THE UNITRON WAY
Doug has the uFactor. He’s passionate about
giving back and helping peole with hearing loss.
This once in a lifetime opportunity to volunteer
with the HTW Foundation has helped him realize
his personal goals and live the Unitron Way.

“

The opportunity to see and directly
participate in the efforts of the HTW
Foundation was a personal goal. And this
trip to Nairobi has allowed me to more
fully live the Unitron Way. I’m hopeful that
other employee volunteer opportunities such
as this will be available in the future to our
team members, so more of my Unitron and
Sonova colleagues have the chance to get
involved and help the world hear better.
Doug Baldwin
Unitron Audiology & Testing Manager, Unitron
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SUPPORTING HEARING HEALTHCARE FOR THE PEOPLE OF MALAWI, AFRICA
UNITRON’S PAUL DARKES TRAVELLED TO MALAWI, AFRICA TO LEND HIS EXPERTISE TO THE ABC HEARING CLINIC AND TRAINING CENTRE.
HERE’S THE STORY OF HIS JOURNEY TO THE COUNTRY KNOWN AS “THE WARM HEART OF AFRICA.”
Paul travelled to Malawi as part of Sonova’s Hear
the World Foundation, visiting the ABC Hearing
Clinic and Training Centre, Malawi’s first audiology
clinic. During his stay, Paul brought his extensive
technical knowledge of hearing aids and expertise
in program management to the clinic, equipping
local teams with new skills to provide better
solutions for conductive hearing loss, perform
their own hearing aid repairs, and reach more
people with solutions for hearing loss.

ABC HEARING CLINIC AND TRAINING CENTRE
The ABC Hearing Clinic and Training Centre was
set up by husband and wife team Peter and
Rebecca (Bec) Bartlett with support of HTW. It is
a joint initiative between Ears Inc., an Australian

organization founded by David Pither and Peter
Bartlett and the African Bible College (ABC) of
Malawi. The clinic is situated on the African Bible
College campus just on the outskirts of Lilongwe,
the capital of Malawi. The small team at the clinic
are conducting truly pioneering work to bring
hearing healthcare to the people of Malawi, who
today have little to no access to audiological care
and rehabilitation.
Officially opened by Malawi’s Minister of Health
in October 2013, the clinic has both an adult and
pediatric soundproof booth for diagnostic testing,
objective hearing assessment equipment including
OAE, ABR and ASSR, and a laboratory where
custom earmolds can be made on site.
The clinic is also involved with outreach clinics in
various parts of the country, visiting schools and
providing treatment for children with hearing loss
who cannot travel to the clinic in Lilonguwe.

HOW PAUL WAS ABLE TO HELP
Paul’s expertise was put to work in both the clinic
and in the lab. Prevalence of conductive hearing
loss is quite high in Malawi and the clinic had
an urgent need for bone conductor hearing aids.
Paul was able to demonstrate and teach the local
team to convert a regular hearing aid receiver to a

bone conductor, allowing the clinic to craft its own
solution to this all too common hearing challenge.
Here are some ways Paul was able lend a hand:
1.	Paul brought and set up a solder station and
voltage converter, which will now help the clinic
offer minor hearing aid repairs. He provided
training to a local individual on its operation.
2.	The clinic has received many donated used
hearing aids, but had no way of knowing
their condition. Paul developed a process
to determine the basic functionality of each
hearing aid, and trained audiology students and
the clinic’s earmold technician on the process.
3.	Built and installed a loudspeaker in one of
the clinic’s audiometric booths to enable the
delivery of free field aided testing.
4.	Created patch cords to support three portable
audiometers used in the sound booth trailer.
5.	Paul travelled with the clinic’s team and
portable sound booth to a rural village, taking
impressions and providing other support.

DID YOU KNOW?
• Malawi is located within the Southern portion
of the continent of Africa and is a largely poor
agricultural country of 15.9 million people

“

I have been fortunate to have enjoyed
a long career in the hearing healthcare
industry and fully appreciate the benefits
hearing aids bring to someone’s life. Having
the opportunity to go to Malawi and be of
help to those who are directly serving
people in great need is very satisfying.
Paul Darkes
Manager, Program Management, Unitron

• The vast majority of Malawi’s people live on
less than 1 US dollar a day
• Without the help of the ABC clinic, it could take
up to 6 months for a Malawian child to receive a
hearing aid and earmold – and often by the time
it is received, it no longer fits
• In the past year alone the ABC clinic has
examined 2,000 people and provided more
than 400 hearing aids.
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HEAR THE WORLD AND UNITRON SPRING INTO ACTION IN HAITI
UNITRON SOFTWARE DEVELOPER ISAAC HAMP RECENTLY LEFT HIS CODING DUTIES BEHIND FOR A THREE-DAY TRIP TO HAITI AS PART OF A
HEAR THE WORLD MISSION, CALLED “HEAR HAITI.”
HAITI DISCOVERED
Haiti is the poorest country in the Western
Hemisphere. With a population of more than
9 million people, Haiti suffers from an unemployment
rate of greater than 90%1. In 2010, the country
suffered a devastating earthquake that destroyed the
capital Port-au-Prince, with an estimated death toll
between 230,000 and 316,000.

HEARING HEALTH FOR THE PEOPLE OF LEVESQUE
Isaac and a team of audiologists, fitters, technicians
and fellow administrators travelled to Levesque in
October 2014. The team, which was based out of
Leveque’s Church of Hope, was focused on two goals:
1.	fitting children and adults in the community for
whom earmolds had been created by a team on a
previous Hear the World trip;
2.	creating earmolds for other children and
community members, repairing existing hearing

aids, and advancing the Hear Haiti project through
infrastructure improvements and furthering
connections with the community.
To streamline support for patients, the Hear Haiti
team created a multi-station set up that included
intake and ear health; hearing test; earmolds and
hearing aid repair; fitting and speech pathology.

ISAAC’S TECHNOLOGY BACKGROUND CAME IN
HANDY
The “Hear Haiti” team was able to take full advantage
of Isaac’s technical skill set, keeping him busy from
his very first day in the country:
•	On day one, Isaac helped with general set up and
in securing power to workstations from the main
building. He then dived into patient intake, helping
to organize the process and create patient files.
•	On day two, he continued with patient intake but
also assisted with getting the fitting station up
and running, preparing fitting materials, recording
serial numbers and directing patients.
•	On his final day in Haiti, Isaac was focused on
creating electronic patient records, and tracking
the supply inventory they were leaving behind
for the incoming team. On reflection, Isaac
said inventorying supplies was his greatest

1

http://www.mohhaiti.org/about_haiti#.VHxsBmTF-lc

achievement, and greatest challenge. In a project
like this, with people working right up until time of
departure, keeping track of supplies was a difficult
task. However, the effort Isaac put in will ensure
the next Hear the World team to arrive will be able
to hit the ground running.

IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT FITTING. IT’S ABOUT
SUSTAINABILITY
The heat, humidity, dust and lack of dry storage in
Haiti make it a difficult place for hearing aids. The
‘Hear Haiti’ team focused part of its time helping
community leaders understand the importance of
hearing aid maintenance. It was decided that initially

“

Travelling to Haiti and working with those with
hearing loss was an incredible, eye-opening
experience. You don’t often get a chance
to affect and be affected by such amazing
people, but when you do, it’s life changing.
The things I saw, the people I met and the
lessons I learned in Haiti, will be with me forever.
Isaac Hamp, Software Developer, Unitron

the children would wear their hearing aids only in
school to try to protect the aids as best possible.

ISAAC’S MOST USEFUL SKILL WHILE IN HAITI
Sign language. He strongly recommends anyone
heading off on a Hear the World mission should know
how to sign the alphabet, numbers, be able to ask
a patient their name and age, and know some basic
greetings.

DID YOU KNOW?
• The average per capita income in Haiti is $480 a
year, compared to $33,550 in the United States
• Only 53% of Haitians can read or write
• Haiti is the third largest country in the Caribbean,
after Dominican Republic and Cuba
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HEAR THE WORLD AND UNITRON BRING CONTINUED SUPPORT TO THE HEAR HAITI MISSION
FOR SEVERAL YEARS, UNITRON TEAM MEMBERS HAVE JOINED WITH SONOVA’S HEAR THE WORLD PROGRAM IN SUPPORT OF THE “HEAR HAITI” MISSION.
THIS YEAR, UNITRON’S TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION COORDINATOR JULIE GARNEAU LENT HER TIME TO THE CAUSE, PROVIDING SUPPORT TO STUDENTS
STUDYING AT THE HAITI DEAF ACADEMY IN LEVEQUE AND RESPIRE HAITI IN GRESSIER.
THE ISLAND OF HAITI

GRESSIER, HAITI AND RESPIRE HAITI

Haiti is a Caribbean country that shares the island of
Hispanola with the Dominican Republic. It is the poorest
country in the Western Hemisphere. With a population
of more than 9 million people, Haiti suffers from an
unemployment rate of greater than 90%1. In 2010,
the country suffered a massive 7.0 Mw earthquake that
destroyed the capital Port-Au-Prince. The resulting death
toll was estimated at over 300,000 and another
1.5 million people were left homeless.

Located in Gressier, a commune of Port-Au-Prince and
founded in 2011, Respire Haiti’s mission is to encourage,
educate and empower restaveks,2 orphans and vulnerable
children.

BRINGING HEARING HEALTH TO
THE CHILDREN OF HAITI
Julie joined the Hear Haiti mission in an administrative
role, providing support and recordkeeping for students
(approximately 50 at the Haiti Deaf Academy and 500
at Respire Haiti) and community members residing in
Leveque and small villages around the Port-Au-Prince
area. Here are some highlights from her visit:
• Supported the audiology team with pediatric audiology,
and making otoblocks for ear impressions using cotton
balls and thread

LEVEQUE, HAITI AND THE HAITI DEAF ACADEMY
The quiet village of Leveque is home to the Haiti Deaf
Academy, which provides language development,
academic and spiritual education, vocational training,
job placement and deaf advocacy training to enable
the deaf to become encouraged, educated, empowered
and employed, as well as more visible and understood
in Haiti.
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• Prepared and alphabetised the filing system for
future teams

• Provided intake for members
of the Operation Blessing
International Relief &
Development Corp
community to be screened
for suspected hearing loss
• Assisted the team in
performing the first-ever
infant diagnosis in Leveque

“

This week has truly been a blessing and a gift
that I will carry with me always. I’m proud to
have touched lives, made positive changes
in communities, and provided a future to
some amazing people. I’ve made some lifelong
friends along the way - people who inspire me.
I’m truly thankful that this goodbye is so difficult.
Julie Garneau, Technical Documentation Coordinator, Unitron

• Provided cuddles to
children on demand

A COUNTRY AND ITS CHILDREN IN GREAT NEED

JULIE’S BILINGUALISM
CAME IN HANDY

• Approximately 8% of Haitian children die before
the age of five

While the Haitian native
language is Creole, the French
language is taught in schools and understood by older
students and educated adults. Being fluent in French,
Julie was able to serve as a translator for her team.
She was able to communicate instructions to, and field
questions from, the children of Respire Haiti and staff at
the Haiti Deaf Academy. Basic sign language skills also
enabled her to interact more effectively with the students
at the Haiti Deaf Academy.

• Approximately 40% of school-aged children attend
school regularly

”

• Approximately 20% of Haitian children enrolled in
elementary school go on to high school. It can take
several years to finish each grade due to lack of family
funds and teenagers are often still in elementary school
• Only 53% of Haitians can read or write3

1 http://www.mohhaiti.org/about_haiti#.VHxsBmTF-lc
2 	Definition: a child in Haiti who is sent by his or her parents to work for a host household
as a domestic servant because the parents lack the resources required to support the child.
The term comes from the French language rester avec, “to stay with”
3 http://facts.randomhistory.com/haiti-facts.html
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